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Southern Star

Great love for our homeland as wide as can be
’Tis our precious jewel in a glint turquoise sea
Its grandeur inspires such poignant emotion
This lay paradise in a crystal blue ocean
The beaches are white and yellow and gold
Adorning the coast of this land very old
There are rugged blue hills that stretch down the east
With beauty so fine it bids Aussie eyes feast
The terrain is much flatter as the land stretches west
And the folk who dwell there are sure it’s the best
In the centre the desert is vast like the sea
Where the tallest of plants is a metre high tree
There are snow fields in winter to frolic and play
Then comes the summer, scorching sun every day
There are cool forest glades with the earth’s tallest trees
And country so fair you just fall to your knees
There is bush, plain and hillside and outback terrain
Where Emu and Roo treasure their splendid domain
The creek pond and river, the sea and lake plus
Are typically Southland and have spawned platypus
The treasured old image of stockman on steed
Is retained sentimentally, from old national need
The truth now however is much more suburban
More than ninety per cent are living in urban
xi

Four tenths of all Aussies, abide in two towns
That’s Sydney and Melbourne and they take the crowns
For the two very best places in which you could dwell
Now ponder, the rest of our Southland it’s brilliant as well
Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, Hobart and Perth
All vie for being the best places on Earth
The country towns too, boast their own measure of bliss
Has ever there been a land fairer than this
The green fields of Tassie, the New South Wales coast
The South Aussie outback in which you can roast
Vast Western Australia, near a million square miles
So diverse in terrain that you break into smiles
The great Northern Territory both desert and tropic
And the locals unashamed are totally myopic
The Queensland high flatlands, rain forest and shore
Are cherished and beauty and who could want more
Victoria spawns change, mount, forest and plain
And across this Great Southland, is where we remain
Our country magnificent, landscape and for living
Its beauty so great and its bounty so giving
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Prequel
Storm 1490 Something

Eighteen days the storm had raged. Strong wind shrieked and
moaned through the spars and tore at the sheets and sails as rain
lashed the decks in unceasing frenzy. The sky remained almost black
through the tormented days, hiding Sol from the navigator’s view
even at high noon. Meanwhile, the turbulence constantly chasing
from the stern piled up the ocean in roiling swells, pushing the Santa
Esmeralda ever south-easterly. The driving, heaving waves had forced
Juan Alejandro to run before rather than bear across the wind, fearing the capricious ocean would swamp, then sink his vessel.
Five days past the Cape of Good Hope, making six knots on a
gentle swell, under a baking sun hanging in an azure sky, the storm
had descended like a crazed banshee, almost three hellish weeks
past. Juan Alejandro de Cordoba now had not an inkling of where
on this vast ocean his vessel was. Eighteen days without sighting
the sun or stars had left him without the navigation aids he had
needed to set a course. He could only estimate that they’d been
driven forty leagues each day or, even fifty or sixty thanks to the
gale’s force. Their passage progressed into waters uncharted and
untraveled; their original northeast direction would have taken
them to the Spice Islands. Now his beloved carrack was lost on a
violent tempest. Juan Alejandro had heard a thousand tales on
Lisbon’s waterfront about the best routes to exotic locations. He
had considered the westerly course across the Atlantic or pondered
sailing the more traditional shorter route down the coast of Africa.
1
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Now, many days after rounding the African mainland his ship was
tossed by a raging storm, to where only his God knew. The captain
crossed himself, beseeching that very deity to grant the safe passage
yearned for by every mariner. Juan’s maritime instinct told him he
was too far south, tempting him to steer diagonally across the wind
but his training urged him to wait and take his correct bearing.
The sun surely must soon appear. Sure enough, another week and
the sky grew lighter for the first time in a month; the dawn was
distinguishable as genuine daybreak. Golden light directly rose
from the far ocean up ahead. As the pale sky just above the sun
darkened rapidly to midnight blue, the pinprick lights of stars
could be seen scattered across the early morning sky.
The skipper strode on deck, astrolabe in hand, a broad smile
across his saturnine features. They had weathered the worst storm
all had ever known without loss of life and now he could fix their
position and know where this devil sent storm had blown his ship.
His instinct continued to tell him that they were too far south but
his captain’s common sense told him that a course change now and
then a sharp correction in a few hours would send the wrong message to the crew. A captain should project an aura of confidence and
control so that the crew does not speculate and lose its trust. The
crew could see the smile on their skipper’s face as they toiled under
his steady scrutiny. If the skipper could smile and pace the deck and
shout orders of preparation, why should they worry? They bent
their backs as the Santa Esmeralda scythed her way through the
rollers. The captain took his most critical reading of the sun’s height
above the horizon at precisely noon and returned to his cabin to
make calculations. He worked the numbers three times before he
could believe their position. They were almost due south of their
intended destination by over hundreds of leagues. Calling for a
course change, he advised his crew, ‘We should reach our destination in fewer than twenty days.’ Sailing before a stiff breeze under
an azure sky began to restore the spirits of captain and crew until
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Mother Nature repeated her fitful behaviour. The sky darkened and
the wind stiffened whilst they beat a steady northwards course until
night fell. All trace of stars and moon were hidden once again.
As the second watch was changing, a rending crash, a giant shudder and a violent stop told Juan Alejandro that his beloved vessel
had run aground. The skipper picked himself up from the severely
canted deck and cast his eye across the dimly lit planking. Several
crewmen were sprawled dazed about the deck. The cries and groans
of injured men reached him from below. Rousing two of the crew,
he bade them tend any injured. He called ‘all hands on deck!’ and
over the next few minutes a dozen staggered, limped or dazedly
walked to the steering deck. ‘We’re aground. I need two volunteers
to take the small boat and tell us on what.’ All of the men raised
their hands. ‘Thank you I need but two, Pietro and Julio. Help
them launch men.’
Quickly the boat was lowered and the two rowed forward. In only
seconds the call came from only a few metres away, ‘Captain it is
land! We’re on a beach and there is a cliff in front more than that we
can’t see.’ The two volunteers returned, ‘Captain the ship is beached
and wedged into the sand.’ He set a night watch roster and bade the
rest of the crew to sleep, ‘We’ll assess our position at daybreak.’
Dawn saw the captain below decks in the bow of his vessel
inspecting the shattered timbers, splintered beams and stoved in
bow. The main beam was split in three places and the rocks responsible were clearly visible through the swirling water. The ship’s stores
held tar and planks but not heavy beams. ‘We’ll find trees ashore,’
the captain muttered to himself and he returned topside to rouse
his men for a land search and to form a repair brigade. Juan Alejandro assessed the cliff and looked up and down the beach for an
easier point to scale. Not seeing a sure way up, he dispatched a man
east and one west to find a point to scale. The rest he put to work
unloading the ship’s stores and anything that might be useful to a
land lubber. The dual purpose of lightening the ship would be
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achieved it would have to be levered off the beach to effect repairs.
He anticipated time on land, enough to locate a tree and shape it
into a beam. Little did the captain realise that the nearest tree suited
to his purpose was over one thousand kilometres away.
The man sent looking eastward for a way up the cliff returned in
the middle of the day. ‘Captain, there is a ledge about five metres
higher than the beach and the cliff appears to slope back a little. It
may be possible to throw a rope up.’ Later, the man who travelled
west returned at dusk exhausted and reported, ‘Captain I couldn’t
find a way.’ Over the next few days they scaled the ledge and the
cliff and the captain sent parties of men out searching for a tree,
north, east and west. The east and west parties came back after a
week as ordered and reported that the tallest trees were metre-high
scrubby bushes. The north party didn’t return after ten days, but
in their place came a score of dark-skinned naked savages throwing
long, wooden-tipped spears and hurling elbow-shaped throwing
sticks which curved savagely through the air. Musket fire downed
two attackers and the rest retreated out of range. Night time saw
them lose the posted sentry’s to spears on the first and the second
nights. Juan had lost four men in the north and two sentries and
he marshalled his remaining ten men to three four hour watches of
three men each, still three were lost. He decided to retreat to the
cave on the rocky ledge, protected by a large moveable boulder.
The eight survivors spent their nights this way until the natives
gave up and went away. A different enemy then attacked. Too long
without fruit was a sailor killer and the crew lasted only a short
time before perishing in and around a cave on the southern shore
of a vast land that would not be seen by other Europeans for more
than a hundred years and which would not see any northern hemisphere settlers for almost three hundred years.
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